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Greater Liberalization
Marks Rules Changes
"The new rules changes place
a heavy responsibility on the
students," stated Mr. Ronald J.
Bianchi, Director of Resident
Students, concerning the liberalization of regulations for the
coming year. Mr. Bianchi, instrumental in this long awaited
overhaul, went on to say that
he had "faith in the ability of
the student body to make these
changes successful" and that
such success could lead to "further implementation of even
greater changes in the future."
Under the new regulations a
schedule of donnitory visiting
hours will be set up for the
second Sunday of each month.
The plan will go into effect upon
approval by the residents of
each dormitory who will be
polled by corridor prefects.
Check·Ins
Seniors will be required only

five check-ins Sunday through
Thursday evenings by 2 a.m.
All other checks will be eliminated after a month long probationary period.
Weekend check-ins will be
extended to 5 a.m. for members
of the Junior Class approved
after the trial period. During
the week as many as three
2 a.m. late permissions will be
allowed.
Second semester sophomores
will be allowed one 2 a.m. late

permis~ion during the week,
the' 5 ll.m. check-in on weekends.
In this way, "It should be
worthwhile to be an upperclassman at Fairfield," as was stated
by Mr. Robert K. Griffin, Director of Student Services, who
approved the rules changes
along with Mr. Bianchi.

Responsibility Shown

Several influencing factors
played important roles in the
current changes. A primary
factor was the cooperation received from the students participating in the honors corridor experiment.
These students showed a
great degree of responsibility
which Mr. Bianchi and Mr.
Griffin hope will be achieved
by other students under the
arne n d e d rules. Both men
agreed that a graduated degree
of responsibility was a necessary condition for mature college men.
The a.lterations in the Stu·
dent Handbook are the result
of meetings hetween Mr. Bian·
chi, Mr. Griffin and the Executive Board of the Student Gov·
ernment this past summer in
an attempt to re-evaluate the
fonner code of standards. There
was an exceptional spirit of co·
operation and the pre sen t
changes are in close agreement

with proposed guldellnes by the
Student Government. At the
same time, the opinions of
Jesuit prefects were also sought
as the possible basis of agree·
ment was established.

The rules changes go "over
and above" the proposal passed
'by the student legislature last
May concerning "Special Privileges." This bill would have
required a longer probation period for both Juniors and Senjors, while calling for an automatic forfeiture of privilege
after only one campus.
Mr. Bianchi added that "the
changeover also places greatContinued on Page 7

The Fifth Dimension.

Fifth Dimension Highlights
Homecoming, Nov. 10-12
By EDWARD CASTIGLIONE
This year the Second Annual
Homecoming Weekend will be
11 e I d from November lOth
through 12th and will feature a
number of entertaining events
centering around the FairfieldProvidence football game.
Vibrant Group

Heightening the weekend will
be a concert featuring the "new
and vibrantly different" group,
The Fifth Dimension. The celebrated recording company which
has delighted American audi-

ences with their recordings of
"Go Where You Wanna Go'·
~md "Up, Up and Away" will
pErform for the Fairfield audience on Saturday evening.
This versatile quintet of three
men and two women has
created a "startling, bold and
refreshing style" which is all
their own.
Exciting Time

Heading the weekend will be
Paul Greeley and Timothy McManus whose planning and organization should provide an

International Artists
Exhibit in Oak Room
Artists from countries around
the world will be exhibiting
their works starting this Saturday in the Campus Center
Oak Room. Represented in the
exhibit will be artists from the
United States, Belgium, Bolivia, England, France, Holland,
India, Italy, Japan, Portugal,
Rumania, Spain and Taiwan.
Representing the Iron Curtain countries, artists Franjo
Dolenec of Yugoslavia, Oskar
Rabin of Russia, Mihaly Schner
of Hungary, and Vladimir F.
Hervert of Czechoslovakia will
have several works on display.

"Why Always Running?" by Pol Mara of Belgium.

Other distinguished artists
exhibiting are Francis Newton
Souza of India, Diana Kan of
Taiwan, Enrico Cervelli, Gustavo Foppiani and Gaetano

Pompa of Italy, Portugal's
Vieira da Silva, now of the
school of Paris, Russian born
Serge Paliakoff, now of the
French school, Ernst Nay of
Germany, and Dutch born Bram
van Velde.
United States artists include
Harry Dix, William Clutz, Sue
Fuller, Morris Kantor, James
Strombotne, Peter Tanger, ErIe
Loran, John Von Wicht, and
French Morocco's Claude Ponsot who is now working in the
United States.
The majority of the paintings
in the International exhibition
are from three of New York's
most prestigious galleries - M.
Knoedler & Co., Inc., the
Bertha Schaefer Gallery and
the Grosvenor Gallery.

exciting and fast moving time
for all who attend.
Beginning on Thursday, Novpmber 9th, the celebrations
start with a blaze with a bonfire on campus directed by Edward Brady.
On Friday evening, a semiformal dance is scheduled off·
(~ampus, and refreshments must
b(' provided by those couples
who attend.
Focal Point

Though Thursday and Friday
will be filled with action and
events, the true focal point of
thE' weekend will come on Saturday when Fairfield and Providence clash for the first time.
Not only will the game provide excitement, but the halftime show will give the spectators a wide range of entertainment. A float parade and contest presented by the four classef of the University will add
color to the show. The winning
float will receive a $125 prize
from the Student Government.
The weekend queen will also
be crowned during half-time under the direction of Byron Collins.
Open House

Ending the weekend festivities will be a continental breakfast served in the Campus Center, after which the Stags and
their escorts are invited to attend an open-house in the dorms
and a movie hosted by the University.
Tickets will go on sale in the
Campus Center in the near future. The entire packa~e deal
may be purchased for about $20.
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Maturity & Respon sibility
Publication of the Student
Handbook traditionally evokes
only criticism of the antiquated
disciplinary code and its vague
indefinite phrasing. But this year,
through the cooperative efforts of
Mr. Griffin, Mr. Bianchi, and the
Student Government, we are
pleased to note a progressive
change in regulations and a more
positive recognition of student
maturity.
While many undesirable restrictions remain unchanged, the
new handbook must be viewed
as a milestone in student communication, cooperation, and participation in the college community.
The sacrifice in time and energy
during the busy summer months
by both the Administration and
the Executive Board of the Government must be appreciated by
everyone who welcomes these
changes. Each party must be
commended for the open, frank
interchange of views and positions which has produced a more
suitable code for our community.
The most progressive of the recent changes has been the liberalizing of the sign-in and late permission regulations. At last we

have a clear recognition of the
maturity of the student body.
The trial period for attainment
of these privileges may seem to
many at first foolish and unnecessary. But these restrictions serve
as an effective incentive and reward for responsible behavior
and release the serious student
from the restrictions necessarily
placed on those, who insist on
acting irresponsibly. This we
greet as a statement of the principle, so often overlooked in the
past, that the majority should
not be penalized because of the
actions of the few. We also agree
that, as far as possible, discipline
must be geared to the individual.
For the student, this is a year
of tremendous responsibility. We
must demonstrate that we are the
mature body that we so often
proclaim. If we fail, the restrictions must return. If we succeed,
we will receive more and more
freedom and independence until
eventually we will attain full selfgovernment.
The revised handbook is a
great step forward, but discussion of future liberalization is
use!ess unless each student recognizes his individual obligations.

Campus News
Knights of Columbus
The Membership Drive for
Ignatian Council #4203 will be
initiated tomorrow evening at
7 :30 in the Campus Center Oak
Room. This is a Smoker that
is open to the entire Student
Body to explain the role of Columbianism on the Fairfield
Campus. The movie, The Papal
Challenge will be shown, which
is an explanation of the purpose of the Knights of Columbus in today's world.
A worthwhile evening has
been planned and all interested
are urged to attend.

* * *
Student Loana
The Fairfield University Student Loan Fund will operate as
follows for the '67-'68 academic
year:
Anyone who is an undergraduate at the University and
has purchased a Student Government Activities Card is eligible for a loan. Both the Fairfield I.D. Card and the Activities Card must be shown to the
clerk.
Loan denominations shall be
in the sums of $5, $10, $15, $20,
$25 and $30. The borrower shall
have four weeks to repay the
loan. There will be a slight interest charge of 1 % per dollar
per week. (e.g. A $25 loan will
have an interest cost of $.25
per week.) Any loan which is
not repaid within the four week
limit will be charged an extra
$.25 per day for each day overdue during the first two weeks.

Loans more than two weeks
overdue will be turned over to
the Student Court. Student
Loans may be obtained in the
Student Government 0 f fie e
Monday thru Thursday from
3 to 4 p.m. The checks will be
in the student's mailbox by 3
p.m. the following day.

* * *
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Froln the Editor
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In this, the first regular issue of THE STAG I would like to extend a warm welcome to the entire F'airfield co~munity.
THE STAG is looking forward to serving you this year, bringing
J:ou the most complete coverage possible of all facets of University
hfe. In order to fully realize our obligations to the community we
must have the support of our readers. Please don't hesitate to contact us about any newsworthy event or comment on anything in our
publication by means of Letters to the Editor.
THE STAG is the most effective means of communication on
campus - if it is used. We will always do our utmost to accommodate
our readers within our own limitations.
In justice to all we must insist that all Letters to the Editor do
not exceed one single-spaced typewritten page. In this way we hope
to give an equal amount of space to as many of our readers as
possible.
Finally, all official communications must be addressed to THE
STAG, Box S, in the Campus Center.
Myself and the entire staff of THE STAG extend their best
wishes for an enjoyable and fruitful year.
Sincerely,
Paul J. Hughes - Editor

Business Club
In preparation for the Graduate School Business Boards
given on November 4, 1967, a
seminar sponsored by the University Business Club will be
given. Conducted by Mr. William
Parker, the club's moderator,
the first of six se::.-sions is scheduled for tomorrow afternoon at
3:00 .
Registration is from 3 :00 to
3 :30 in Xavier 122, at which
time a fee of $2.00 will be
collected.
An open invitation is extended
to all students, especially those
planning to take the exams for
entrance into Graduate School,
to participate in the seminars.

* * *
Peace Corps
The Peace Corps recruiting
team' will be on campus from
October 1 to 7. All interested
students are urged to meet and'
talk will the representatives.

*

* *
Balloon Day
Today is "B-Day" at Manhattanville College. All Fairfield students are invited to the
Purchase campus to witness
this historic event.
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By VERY REV.

Wn.LIAM C. MciNNES, S.J.
During the summer past,
while collegians fled from their
academic chores, the rest of
the world was engaged in a
serious struggle for power.
The civil rights coalition,
splintered and torn, erupted
with a new philosophy of success through violence and progress through power. Teachers
in New York and Detroit shut
the schools in a demonstration
of strength. The United Nations opened its General Assembly under the threat of "the
psychology of force."
Students, too, pald homage to
power. At the National Student
Association convention in Col.
lege Park, Maryland, they
elected as their president an
activist who stressed the need
for greater organized political
activity off campus, heard stir·
ring declarations that "a per·
son becomes a person by fight·
ing for power within his own
institution, whether.it is a ghet·
to or a university," and stood
dumbfounded when a radical
group, discontented with the
mild direction, broke off-taking
the speakers with them-to
form a more militant group.
Panty raids are out; pollticaJ
action is in.
Political action was the dominant theme of the Christian
Family Movement at Notre
Dame. To the students assembled for the National Federation of Catholic College Students in New York, Daniel Callahan pointed out that changes
come about too fast in the modern world for the Church to be
able to cope with them so students should seek their 0
answers and use power to
ject the institutionalism a
traditional priorities of
Church.
Both men and boys
courting power.
Campus Struggl
The colleges of the
-have joined this powe
tion. Partly in react'
focating apathy an
a test of new fo
on the Americ
the academic
become partne
Many campus
had the stru
them. The q
lbecome a st
ivory tower h
tie station.
Actually, the
in a crossfire:
is to court disa
; 0 co
apathy is to stagnate.
halls of thought have take
occasionally the look of
Nike bases.
that were ca
nesses of man's spirit too often
last year were platforms of his
boisterousness as stu den t s.
teachers and administrators
jockeyed for
There is, ho
path beyond power and apathy.
It is intellectual activism more forceful than power, more
permanent than apathy. What
does this activism mean? It is
motion as opposed to inaction
- yet motion with meaning. It
Is a voice speaking rather than
a noise sounding. It is particl.
patory democracy in the life
and action of the mind by an
academic community. It is
thought flowing into action, and
action flooded with thought. It
Is expressed in the classroom
lecture, the dormitory bull ses-

(@'t4
a -I

no U

~

doesn't really care. But Intellec·

tual activism thrives on open
discussion and respectful listen·
"
~ ~
Ing. It expresses its views readi·
Iy, yet is willing to listen to all
sion, the pUblio formn, and
sides (even those it doesn't
service everywhere. It is a
agree with) without either
shared responsibility in the pro·
pouting or departing. It admits
cess of learning and a shared
to the "club of the campus" ali
platform in the art of expres·
who wish to join, and it asks to
sion. When a school lacks in·
join all those who are willing
tellectual activism there is atro·
to participate. Freedom is the
phy; when it possesses it in the
natural climate for the life of
large majority of its members
the mind. It must be granted
it is truly alive, even though
to all and given by all.
kicking. Intellectual activism is
S) RESPECT
FOB . THE
the true nourishment of unl·
TRUTH. For the true activist,
versity life.
maturity is not attained by
The university in America
mere declaration nor is childhas moved recently from the
hood preserved by studied
power of ideas to the idea of
avoidance of decisions. The acpower. Sometimes the faculty,
tivist does not argue from emoimpatient with the slow reactionally fashioned conclusions
tion of students, has sought to
back to tenuous premises of
force expression in other ways.
convenience--either to preserve
While a professor rna
the status quo or to rationalize
in his class that
his house of cards with the
rupts, he may be
facade of situation ethics. He
employ it outsid
throws no personal barbs, for
of getting res
barbs - like rocks - can shathave declared t
lves comter when they strike. He seeks
mitted to ideas
sometimes
not repetition amplified but insurround their li
with power
sight explored. He is willing to
blocs of self p servation or
agonize over truth, even if it
group publicity. t's easier to
costs him pUblic approval or,
paint a sign th
to read a
more drastically, an occasional
book. Administra ns have promeal in the dining room. In his
claimed the vir
t
extra·curricular as well as h18
and yet often
curricular activities, he ~
idealism safely i
caught up with a love for truth
ings and piles 0
and a fascination to seek it. For
within the powe
him it is as much "fun" as
grown.
campus parties and as alluring
Power and 'Patlronag
as the weekend exodus. He may
And from without. For
live pragmatically and experipeople today the
ersii~".o:.:
ment scientifically, but he can
expected to co
virt
also think philosophically and
of th
the 01
ologically and enjoy all of
both
ur worlds.
respect can be deinspired teaching of
• sustained curiosity
ent body, concern by
istration; an acceptmmunication as an
arned and truth as
sought. When in.sm becomes the
a campus, a
ity can become
un" school can
is up to us here
hat we will be.
rsity, therefore,
er seek~r and
er and non-bed dogmatist to
ity of intellecring your guiur brass band.
wand not just
re willing to do
-'''_lIjii''it~an look like a college
~,
eard and bare
re welcome. If
more than a
ollegian among
f the modern
should stay.
scape
etween Hippiervard Yard, our
social map just
Yale and the
gives us a spemitment. It is the consequence
race, so we should also be
cial opportunity to provide a
of ideas, the root of personal
warned not to exclude anyone
new escape from frustration
relations, the bond of commun·
because of his economic sltua·
and a new medium for active
ity. It Is a means of learning
tlon. It would impoverish Amer·
expression - to be intellectualas well as of serving. It is based
Ican education if the private
ly active and actively intellecon the premise that all who
college were .mly for those who
tuaI.
llve in a community have a
can afford to pay for it. A
It would be a mistake not to
right to share in the decisions
broader selection of student
recognize either the new power
affecting them. And they also
must be made. This is an area
struggle or the old apathy on
have a responsibility to parti·
in which student opinion and
campus.
clpate in the process of making
action might well be heard
It would be a diversion to abo
those decisions. Activity is the
more forcefully.
sorb either power or apathy
sign of life - in the classroom,
inquiry
without qualification on the
on the campus, in the world.
2) FREEDOM OF INQUffiY
university scene.
The activism of the college
FOB ALL. Power tries to sup·
It would be a major disaster
community should be of a dispress opposition, and apathy
to get hung up on either.
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Improved Fairfield Voice
Begins Broadcasting Year
By ROBERT ARNONE
WVOF, Fairfield's studentoperated radio station, began
its new broadcasting year this
Monday with a program of rock
'n' roll and popular music. According to station manager
Richard Makse '69, several improvements have been made on
the physical plant of the station as well as on the broadcasting operation.
Wake·Up
The programming for the
1967-1968 seaSOn will incude an
early morning "Wake-Up Show"
presented Monday through Friday between the hours of 8:00
and 9:00 a.m. The show will
feature music, news, weather,
on-campus events of the day,
and reports of class cancellations.
The evening programming for
the station is scheduled to run
Sunday through Thursday from
3:00 p.m. until 12 midnight. To
please all musical types, scheduling includes rock 'n' roll until 7:00 p.m., mood music, jazz,
and show tunes until 11:00 p.m.,
and classical music until signoff time at midnight.
Fairfield Topics
The club plans to continue

its program "Topic: Fairfield"
in which prominent people, both
on and off campus, are interviewed by members of the
WVOF staff.
The station manager also has
plans fo have live coverage of
important events on campus
with the installation of new
equipment in Gonzaga Auditorium and at three points in the
Campus Center, allowing on
the spot coverage.
If funds hold out, the club
plans to bring several of Fairfield's away basketball games
to the campus via the radio
station.
Hourly News
As usual, the station will
broadcast news and events of
interest hourly, and also will
play the assigned compositions
for Mr. Heath's Fine Arts
course in music appreciation.
New equipment, including a
studio console, turntablesl and
program amplifiers has been
purchased by the club in order
to replace some equipment
stolen during the summer. In
addition to the expense of three
hundred dollars spent to replace the equipment, the theft
delayed the re-opening of the
station, which was originally

$270,000 In Aid
Amassed By '67
By DANIEL RICHARUSON

Graduates of the Class of '67
amassed a total of over $270,000
in financial aid offered for Grad·
uate School, announced Dr.
Gerald B. McDonald, Chairman
of the Graduates Scholarship
Committee. Awards included
two Woodrow Wilson Fellowships, a Fulbright Fellowship
to Germany, a Danforth Fellowship,
NDEA and NSF
awards.
Over half of the seniors were
offered places at 84 schools
throughout the country, including departments at Berkeley,
Columbia, Georgetown, Notre
Dame, Princeton, Toronto, and
Yale.
Recommendations
The following recommendations were provided by Dr. McDonald for members of the
Class of '68 who plan to go to
Graduate School.
First, one should make himself known to the members of
the committee.
Secondly, become familiar
with the work of the committee which may be broken down
as follows: (a) consultations
with seniors seeking advice on
Graduate School;
(b)
the
screening of National Award
nominees and preparation of
their applications; (cl the reading and criticism of projects of
National Award Nominees; (d)
communication with faculty
members concerning the work
of the committee; (el the distributing of reading material

to students concerning Graduate School requirements; (f)
the fellowships and scholarships
awarded by various graduate
schools throughout the country.
Encouraging Record
"The record of our graduates
in Graduate Schools has been
very encouraging," noted Dr.
McDonald. "A very high percentage of them attain the degrees they started out to acquire. They are more than holding their own with students
from all part's of the country,"
he concluded.
All National Award nominees
from the Senior Class chosen
and interviewed by the committee last spring, should see
Dr. McDonald in his office,
Gonzaga 13D as Soon as possible. All Graduate Record Examination applications can be
obtained in the Deans' office.

scheduled for Freshmen Orientation Week.
Executive Board
The members of the executive board of the Radio Club
for this year include: Richard
Makse '69, Station Manager;
Byron Collins '68, President;
Alan Smith '68, Vice-President;
James Gatto '68, Treasurer;
and Robert Kohler '69, Secretary.

j<'ranz Uardinal hoeni!:"

Famed Theologian Links
Church and Non-Believer
What does the Cat hoi i c
Church and, for that matter,
all of Christianity have in common with the nonbeliever? The
answer, succinctly put by the
head of the Vatican Secretariat
for Nonbelievers, is "our humanity."
Franz Cardinal Koenig of
Austria, who spoke recently at
Fairfield, said: "All of us are
God's children" and because of
this the Church's conversation
with the nonbeliever "will first
be a human one, rather than a
theological one."
The Cardinal, making Fairfield the first stop on his current visit to the U.S., joined
Dr. William Kaufman, noted
author and professor of philosophy at Princeton University;
Father Robert Johann, S.J.,
philosopher, writer, and currently on the Jesuit seminary
staff at Shrub Oak, N.Y.; and
Norman Cousins of New Canaan, editor of The Saturday
Review, in a public forum on
"Christianity and Secular Humanism."
In his opening remarks, Cardinal Koenig sought to lay
some of the groundwork involving the need for dialogue
"with all men" recognized by
the Church through the establishment of a secretariat such
as the one he heads.
"The history of the Secretariat for Nonbelievers," he said,
"is based on the need for communication, conversation, and
coming together (dialogue) with
those outside the Catholic
Church."
During the sessions of Vatican Council II, he said, "dia-

Parking Regulations
A chanl:'e in parking regu·
lations that will become ef·
fective in the near future was
announced b)' Fr. Georg-e S.
Mahan, S.J., Chairman of the
Space Committee.
According to the new plan,
pa rkin~ facilities for faculty
and students will be sepa·
rated to avoid the confusion
which has resulted in the past
and to provide adequate space
for "Visitors.
The Campus Center park-

ing area, the area In front of
Xavier Hall, and the first line
of parking in back of Xavier
have heen designated for the
exclusive use of the faculty
and staff, especially between
the hours of 8:30 a.m. and
4:30 p.m.
All other areas are as·
sig-ned for student parking
with the exception of the
Canisius and Regis circles,
where no parking is per·
mitted.

I
I

Ii

logue was recognized as essential for breaking through the
walls which had arisen 'between
the Church and the world,"
and, he went on, "Pope Paul
brought system to this dialogue
by establishing secretariats to
deal with separated Christians,
non-Christian religions, and
nonbelievers," with each of
whom the Church has something in common.
The Cardinal explained:
"OUr belief in Christ and
Holy Scripture is held in .common with other Christians; our
belief in God (or a Supreme
Being) is held in common with
those of non~hristian religions;
and as for nonbelievers, we
have in common with them our
humanity."
"Conversion" is not the primary aim of the dialogue the
Church seeks with the nonbeliever, the Cardinal observed.
"Rather, we want conversation
so that we may understand."
Speaking specifically of the
dangers and challenges to the
Church and all of Christianity
presented by
contemporary
atheism, the Austrial prelate
said atheism maintains that its
"no" to God brings it closer to
humanity, makes it more humanistic than Christianity professes to be. "Today's atheist,"
Cardinal Koenig observed, "says
'God is scientifically unnecessary and ethically impossible'."
"The militant atheist, the
Cardinal stated, is the "great
danger of the future, for he
sees man and God as competitors and intends to see that in
the end man will be victorious."
Herein lies the "greatest challenge to Christianity. But it is
a challenge from which I'm
sure we will proceed purged
and clellnsed - and victorious."
Dr. Kaufman, who described
himself as an "unbeliever and
a nonbeliever" (maintaining
there is a distinction between
the two, took issue with looking upon nonbelievers as "a
community."
"It is wrong," he said, "to
suggest that all nonbelievers
can be lumped together and,
therefore, treated as a single
body (such as the title and
establishment of a Secretariat
for Nonbelievers would imply)."
In trying to pinpoint the role
of the Church in dialogue, Fa-

ther Johann offered the opinion
that "it is difficult to engage
in dialogue if its object is not
to learn and if those engaged
in the dialogue are not willing
to change their minds or to
modify their positions." And,
unless the latter is recognized
as a possibility, the dialogue
has "no merit," the eJsuit
maintained.
On this same point, Cardinal
Koenig reiterated his belief
that "dialogue means we have
to learn from our partners"
and, speaking of the nonbelievers, "we can learn from them
about another fa-cet of humanism - a position which we did
not admit to before."
Dr. Kaufman, questioning the
"I don't want to convert you,
just talk with you" approach
to dialogue, asked the Cardinal
if this approach was not, in itself, "morally ambiguous." To
which Cardinal Koenig replied,
"Again, our aim is not to convert the nonbeliever. But if
after many dialogues, the nonbeliever comes to learn about
us (the Church, Christianity),
conversion is up to him."
Moving the discussion away
from the nonbeliever to Catholics, Father Johann observed
that "sometimes Catholics feel
they are being short-changed in
dialogues, because there is apparently little emphasis on freedom at conscience on the part
of the Catholic, a factor contributing to present turmoil in
the Church."
"Shouldn't the Church as a
teacher take to heart some of
the techniques of the dialogue
it is espousing and practicing
on others?" Father oJhann
asked.
Admitting that there is a
need for "some re-education,
some reinterpretation of moves
made by the Vatican Council,"
the Cardinal expressed confidence that "the turmoil will
pass away." He pleaded for
"patience and understanding"
on the part of Catholics and
all members of the "family of
man."

At the conclusion of the evening's dialogue, the participants
did agree that successful dialogue depends on the willingness of all parties to admit the
things about which they are in
doubt. Even to agree on points
of disagreement meant a successful exchange, they said.

. Flicks
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Another Look
By Ralph Ki!ltpr

•

We've had a lot of moments to remember this summer the diplomatic exploits of De Gaulle, Stokely Carmichael, Rap
Brown and Fr. Groppi - plus the riots, big and small. The most
interesting for us as college students within a republican society
is the Fr. Groppi affair over open housing in Milwaukee. Some
say he's a saint, some won't attend Mass in Milwaukee until he
is exiled. Whichever makes no difference for America. What
makes a difference is the eventual influence of the whites who
are most directly affected by open housing upon the political atmosphere (not in white power conventions but in actual strength
of the Northern vote upon national politics).
The South was integrated legally largely because of Northern
control of national policy through the vote. It was safe and, at
the time, highly altruistic to back wholeheartedly the civil rights
laws - they were directed solely against those narrow Southerners who still played Dixie. At that time overt Negro problems and
the evil of the Southern bigot was completely in the limelight.
Watts was the first blow to this blindness, Detroit and Newark
the most recent. But they were confined largely to the Negro and
his frustration and his anguish. Not to the white and his feelings
and his fears.
First in Chicago and now, above all, in Milwaukee do we feel
the reaction of the Northern white who has finally come into
contact with the revoution he was so instrumental in starting.
The Northern Negro is in the ghetto originally imposed upon him
by the whites and kept existent by the lack of open housing
legislatIOn to overcome the fear of black encroachment into a
neighborhood.
But this situation can't last much longer as. it now stands.
Men like Fr. Groppi, with their persistence to incorporate the
Negro American into America, are bringing tC' a climax the
question of the existence of the gbetto which is being imposed by
the lack of open housing legislation.
As of now, this legislation seems doomed to defeat within
state legislatures. These legislatures are under the dictates of
the middle class white, and the majority of thi., community are
unfortunately set against open housing - in Illinois, by recently
voting down open housing, the legislature has followed the dictates of this majority in its wish to perpetuate the dangerous,
and without doubt, un-American system of the ghetto.
But what happens if this middle class white dbsession continues to dictate our politics and, therefore, our law? Probably,
ghetto riots - more frequent and more severe (but always being
crushed); and white reaction - more fearful on the streets and
more severe at the polls. And, worst of all, what must eventually
result from this sever,ity? What can be the eventual future of
this forced ghetto system? The present trend can only lead to a
nation-wide system of Basutu lands - making t.he Negro a foreigner to this country and a native of East St. Louis, Watts and
Newark.
For us who oppose this future, there seem to be two ways
we might choose to prevent it. The New Left is one with its wish
to topple the present power structure and replace it with love
and fire bombs. If we choose this, we might eventually find ourselves assassinating the president and violently overthrowing the
"powers that be" with the belief that through violence is bred
love.
The other way is through the democratic process, to work
constructively within our governmental system to bring about
this needed open housing legislation. We who choose this path
must work to educate those who are opposed to open housing
while we work to influence our elected officials to legislate and
implement it.
Students need not be silent even though they might not be
heard; just the interest we show shall influence ourselves. And we
are the future power structure.

.GREEN COMET I BRIDGEPORT
DINER
MOTOR INN
"TOPS IN TOWN"

Kings Highway, Rte. IA
Exit 24 Connecticut Turnpike

90 Kings Highway Cutoff
Fairfield, Conn.

367-4404

Take Connecticut Thruway

A CONVENIENT STOP
FOR YOUR FRIENDS
AND RELATIVES

Exits 23 or 24

Just 5 Minutes from Campus

368-9471
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"PRIVILEGE"
Peter Watkins is an extremely
imaginative young man, even in
comparison with his fellow Enr;lish ,film directors. In less than
a year he has released two films
and turned a lot of heads twice.
His first full length film, "The
War Games", was that all too
genuine documentary shot during a hypothetical World War ill
which BBC refused to put on natwnal television. His latest,
"Privilege" is ar.other controversial look into the England of
the future, this time recording
the high tide and ebb of Steve
Shorter, "the world's most popular entertainer."
The central point of "Privilege" was partly inspired by the
furor the Beatles aroused a few
years ago with the statement
comparing their own position in
modern society with that of
Christ. Just how far can the influence of a public hero, such as
a pop-singer, reach? Watkins assumes the answer to be "very
far", and then asks why can't
such a figure be created and
used as a sociological instrument to guide and subconsciously control a mass national following. In "Privilege", a future
B I' i tis h coalition government
uses Steve as a means to set the
trends of the island's youth and
to channel the direction of life
in general.
If the kids are restless, Steve,
through his songs, appearance,
and stage activities becomes a
symbol, the imprisoned lunging
hi& handcuffed hands through
prison bars to his audience
crymg to be set free. The audience as planned weeps, rages,
screams and goes home with
all its violent inclinations completely unloaded on Steve's symbolic shoulders . . . . and England remains peaceful. When
morals and patriotism seem to
bl' flagging, Steve is turned into
CI loudly repenting prodigal son
who leads a revivalist flavored
crusade back to God and country . . . . and England's internal
stuff is all the stronger.

The ,film is primarily an essay
in mass-psychology, drawing on
Hitlerian techniques and Orwell's "1984" world. Watkin's
cold calculated logic is as sound
hE:re as it was previously concerning the atomic attack in
"The War Games". He does not
make a small group of fanatics,
and thus recognizable bad guys,
responsible for the situation, but
instead the nation's leading scciologists, pol i tic ian s, and
churchmen. The intentions of
these men are above suspicion
as Steve leads an overflowing
stadium in reciting their great
repentance crusade's short litany - "I will conform". It is
the realization of the value that
can be placed on the concept
of the common good that makes
"Privilege" so chilling.
But also striking is the other
dimension of the film which is
concerned with the person of the
singer himself. It is the old question of the real man that exsits
behind the changing masks. that
is trapped by the privilege of his
own position. Watkins develops
this side both to give dramatic

lhe ~ulure

proportions to his documentarystyle essay and add one more
valuable step to his study of
social behavior. He is on dangerous ground though because
of those common "films about
singers" cliches. There is the
singer, of course, brooding,
bitter, pulled every which way;
the girl who is out to save him
fcom his public because of a
mixture of love and idealism;
and the usual assortment of
managers and hangers-on looking for nothing but their cut.
However, Watkins masterfully
weaves in with these the new
element of the brain trust out to
save England from its public,
and the private and public
Steves have a suprisingly gripping battle. The script, the faces,

the semi-documentary camera
work are too fresh, the satire
too biting, and the black comedy too funny for anything hackneyed to become annoying.
Steve is non-acted by an actual
British singer, Paul Jones, and
the shy, introverted, shining Gallahad comes across very effectIvely. Jean Shrimpton handles
the obviously difficult part of the
girl well, and the many others
in Steve's entourage are magnificent in their slickness, phony
sincerity, and short bursts of
real emotion. The Watkins trademark of raging mobs and filmed
hysteria is up to form.
"Privilege" is simply too intelligent a film to be missed in
our semi-wasteland of a day and
age.

Ten Area Students
Named Recipients
Of Scholarships
The Rev. Henry Murphy,
S.J., dean of admissions, recently announced the names of
the ten Headmasters-Principals
Scholarship winners for this
year.

uate of Kolbe High School,
Bridgeport. Mr. Corcoran, who
will study for a B.S. degree in
Math, was selected by Rev.
Martin Dombrowski, O.F.M.,
Conv. Principal of Kolbe High
School.

The scholarship, initiated
over two years ago by the
Very Rev. William C. McInnes,
S.J., University president, is a
full tuition scholarship to Fairfield and is offered each year to
an outstanding graduate of the
public and Catholic high schools
in the city of Bridgeport and
the surrounding towns of Fairfield, Trumbull and Stratford.

Richard Honorowski, a graduate of Notre Dame Boys High
School, Bridgeport. Mr. Honorowski, who will study for a
B.A. degree in liberal arts, was
selected by Rev. Richard J. Segreve, esc., acting principal of
Notre Dame Boys High School.
Paul Anderson, a graduate of
Warren Barding High School,
Bridgeport. Mr. Anderson, who
will study for a B.A. degree
with a major in government,
was selected by Mr. Richard A.
Mayer, principal' of Warren
Harding High School.
Stephen J. Hetes, a graduate
of Bunnen High School in Stratford. Mr. Hetes, who will study
for a B.S. degree in accounting,
was selected by Mr. Elden H.
Dustin, principal of Bunnell
High School.
Lucien Zeffiro, a graduate of
Stratford High School, Stratford. Mr. Zeffiro, who will study
for a B.S. degree with a major
in chemistry, was selected by
Mr. John Olha, principal of
Stratford High School.
Francis P. Halas, a graduate
of Fairfield College Preparatory
School, Fairfield. Mr. Halas,
who will study for a B.S. degree with a major in pre-medical studies, was selected by
Rev. Alfred E. Morris, S.J.,
principal of Faimeld Prep.
Louis Laccavole, a graduate
of St. Joseph Boys' High
School, Trumbull. Mr. Laccavole, who will study for a B.S.
degree with a major in accounting, was selected by Brother
Joseph Kelly, F.J.S., principal
of St. Joseph Boys' High
School.
Eugene Arendt, a graduate
of Trumbull High School.
Trumbull. Mr. Arendt, who will
study for a B.A. degree with a
major in political science, was
selected by Mr. Harold A. Jacobson, principal of Trumbull
High School.

Father Murphy, who expressed "great satisfaction with
the development of the program," said its aim is to further the education of potential
scholars and to work in a cooperative way with area high
schools.
Father Murphy, who noted
that the students chosen must
be outstanding in their high
school c a I' e e I' s, said that·
through programs such as the
Heamasters-Principals Scholarship, the University feels that
the high schools and University
"will be jointly involved in developing the excellent talents
of young men to the overall
benefit of Fairfield County and
the State of Connecticut in particular, and of our Nation at
large."
This years' recipients of the
full four year tuition scholarships are:
Michael J. Szwejkowski, a
graduate of Bas sic k High
School, Bridgeport. Mr. Szwejkowski, who will study for a
B.S. degree with a major in accounting, was selected by Mr.
Bernard Shapiro, principal of
Bassick High School.
Julius Lisi, a graduate of Central High School, Bridgeport.
Mr. Lisi, who will study for a
B.A. degree with a major in
History, was selected by Mr.
Benjamin Rosenblum, principal
of Central High School.
James J. - Corcoran, a grad-

PAY COLLEGE EXPENSES THE SAFE,
CONVENIENT WAY WITH A LOW COST

CITY TRUST

NG
• You'll never wonder where the money went
when you pay college bills with a City Trust Sp~cial
Checking Account. Your cancelled checks will
provide an accurate record and proof of payment
for all your expenditures - and checks are priced
for college budgets. You can open an account for
any amount, and there are no monthly maintenance
or service charges. Every check will be imprinted
with your name and you'll receive a handsome,
wallet-size check book. So don't wait - open the
checking account custom made for students, and
use it all through college.

CITY TRUST
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Member Federal Res<rve System' Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

* Any amount opens your account
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No minimum balance required
You receive regular statements of your account
free of cha rge
Handsome wallet sized checkbook
Spoiled checks replaced free
Free Sank·Sy·Mail forms
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If you open your account now, you
will receive a handsome vinyl
briefcase at no extra cost.

Main Office: Main, John and Bank Streets. Bridgeport
East Side Office: East Main and Arctic Streets. Bridgeport
North End Office: Main Street and North Avenue, Bridgeport
Stratford Avenue Office: 1915 Stratford Avenue. Bridgeport
West Side Office: 1460 State Street, Bridgeport
Danbury Office: 234 Main Street, Danbury
Shelter Rock Office: Shelter Rock Road, Danbury
Stony Hill Office: Route 6 and Payne Road. Danbury
Fairfield Office: Post Road at the Center, Fairfield
Milford Office: Post Road and Ford Street. Milford
South Norwalk Office: 93 Washington Street, South Norwalk
Stratford Trust Office: 2366 Main Street. Stratford
Paradise Green Office: 3226 Main Street, Stratford
Trumbull Office: Quality Street. Trumbull
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TIME OUT
By Edward Williallls

This year, the Fairfield University basketball team will face
its toughest and most exciting schedule since coach George
Bisacca took over the helm seven years ago. As most Stag fans
know, it will include such national powerhouses as N. C. A. A.
semifinalists Dayton and Houston (down in the Astrodome).
However, there are still many who have yet to be introduced
to the newly admitted frosh who will be on scholarship, Mr.
Bisacca worked very hard to get the best possible men from
all parts of the East coast.
Here are the four men who are expected to be the backbone
for the frosh this year and of whom a great deal is expected:
MARK FRAZIER is a 6'6" forward from St. Augustine's
High School in Brooklyn, New York. He led his team with a fine
23 point scoring average while also
pulling down 14 rebounds per game.
Watching him play, all Stags will see
why he is noted for his "tremendous
desire" and all-around hustle. While in
high school, he was named to several
all star teams including All-League in
the CHSAA, All-Division in the New
York Daily News, and third team allcity in the World Tribune and New
York Post. It's hoped that his poise and
fine shot will lead the frosh to another winning season.
~

..

TOM PURCELL played center for
Stepinac High School in White Plains.
At 6'4", he led his team in rebounding,
hauling down 19 per game. While there
he also had a fine 14 point average in
scoring. In post-season all-star selections, he was named to the all-league
team in the CHSAA. Although he played
center in high school, Tom will probably be moved to a forward at Fairfield.

• • •
BOB DAWES is the "sleeper" of this
year's frosh. Playing for a fine Notre
Dame of Bridgeport team, he was both
the leader in scoring with a 15 point
average and an average of 17 rebounds
per game. He was forced to sit out his
junior year because of a broken ankle,
but he came back strong in his senior
year and it is hoped that if his ankle
holds up, his height-6'6"-will give the
frosh some fine performances under the
boards.

* * *
PETE YAROS is 6'1" and played
forward in high school but will be
moved to backcourt for the frosh. Playing for Monongahela. High School in
Pennsylvania, Pete led his team in scoring with an 18 point average, and also
pulled down 6 rebounds per game. In
post-season honors, he was named to
both the all-valley and all-district teams
and also gained honorable mention on
the all-Pennsylvania team.
With such a fine backbone of ball players, this frosh team
could be one of the best in the school's history.

Gridmen Begin
Continued from Page 8
and Fordham. The home open·
er will be with St. John's, the
unly non·defeat on the schedule
last year. However, ahead 6·0
with seconds remaining on the
clock, the Stags were forced to
settle for a tie as St. John's
ran back the kick·oll'. The sec·
ond home contest will be with
traditional rival Providence as
part of the Homecoming \Veek·
end.
One of the Stags' better
games was last year's opener

against lana, where a secondhalf, two touchdown rally ·left
the Stags short of victory. The
Gaels will again provide the
upposition in this season's opener on Friday, October 6. This
time the team not only expects
to look good, but to win.
The only problem beyond the
control of the team is student
support. Only with the aid of
the student body can the dedication and hard work of the
players, coaches and staff members come to fruition in a winning team.
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Soccer Team Drops Opener
To New Haven College, 3-0
By ROBERT SILLERY

Tho optimism and confidence
which Fairfield's Soccer Team,
reputed to be the best In the
school's history, carried Into
their initial contest was quelch·
ed by a hard·fightlng, skilled
New Haven squad, which
downed the Stags In the sea·
son's opener S·O.
The first half was an even,
both
defensive battle with
teams being held scoreless until, with two minutes remaining, New Haven utilized some
deft ballhandling to work their
way past Stag goalie Tom Wilmott for a score. Moments before the Stags had come close
to score when co-captain Ben
Hill broke into the clear only
to have his shot hit the goalpost.
New Haven applied a crushing blow when they scored
again one minute later on a
defensive mixup to take a 2-0
halftime lead. The third quarter was also dominated by New
Haven, which scored again to
ice the game. The defenses
took over again in the scoreles's
forth period and New Haven
left the field with a 3-0 victory.
The outstanding player for
the Stags was goalie Tom Willmott, who constantly came
through with key saves to stymie the New Haven attack. As
good as the Stags' defense was,
New Haven's was better as
they completely thwarted the
Stag offense.
Despite this defeat, the Soccer outlook still appears bright.
With thirteen returning lettermen spearheaded by co-captains
Hill and Jack Casey, the Stags
have depth and talent. These
two will team with veterans
Tim Roach, Tom Moylan, Kevin
Looser and Tony Palumbo to
anchor the experienced, capable
squad. The mainstay of the defense is Willmott, whose sparkling saves have prevented many
a score. The offense should also
be bolstered by soph hopefuls
Jeff Jones and Don McInerney.
Coach Jim Kuhlman is also
planning to initiate a freshman
squad, and has set up a five
game schedule for the yearlings.

Inframurals
Continued from Page 8
for unity and participation. Secondly, the excellent talent that
was often lost by the old corridor system will be put into
intramural competition. This
will improve the quality of the
contests and heighten i:Jterest.
It was also announced by the
intramural board that there will
be assigning of individual offcampu.; boarders as has been
the custom. Anyone who falls
into this catagory and wishes
to apply for the open draft
must register in the Athletic
Office or in Canisus 233 before
4:00 today.
The Commissioner and his
staff are presently in the process of designing duel leagues
that will enable the new scheduling to operate smoothly and
to culminate the various seasons in their allotted time.

This year's varsity schedule figures to be the roughest ever,
with this year's home opener
scheduled for for Saturday
against Quinnipiac.
Quinnipiac defeated the Stags
3-0 last season and went undefeated all the way to the NCAA

small-college regionals. Since
most of their regulars are returning, the Stags should be
faced with an extremely formidable opponent. Other important rivals in the thirteen
game schedule include Manhattan and Boston Colleges.

Rugby Schedule
October

7

October

12

Octdber

14

Octdber
October

15
21

October

28

November 4

November 11
November 18

A vs. Wesleyan at Fairfield
B vs. Wesleyan at Fairfield
A vs. Freeport, Nassau at Fairfield
B vs. Freeport, Nassau at Fairfield
A vs. Cornell Med. Sch. at. Gaelic Park
B vs. Manhattan at Gaelic Park
C vs. Manhattan at. Gaelic Park
7-a-side at New Brunswick, Canada
A vs. Manhattan at Gaelic Park
A vs. Drew at Fairfield
B vs. Drew at Fail'field
A vs. Fordham at Fordham
B vs. Fordham at Fordham
C vs. Fordham at Fordham
A vs. Penn State at Fairfield
B vs. Penn State at Fairfield
C vs. Penn State at Fairfield
A vs. Villanova at Villanova
B vs. Villanova at Villanova
A vs. M.I.T. at Fairfield
B vs. M.I.T. at Fairfield
C vs. M.LT. at Fairfield

Fairfield Alumnus
Joins Peace Corps
Robert M. Mann '67 has recently been named a Peace
Corps Volunteer teacher assigned to the Philippines after
completing ten weeks of training. at San Jose (Calif.) State
College.

ture demonstration projects.
During their training, the
volunteers studied the Filipino
language and local dialects,
Filipino history and culture,
and methods of teaching their
subject specialty. Their arrival

One of 160 new volunteers,
Mr. Mann will teach English,
science and mathematics in
Philippine elementary and secondary schools. The volunteers
will work with Filippino coteachers toward broadening the
base of education in their communities and introducing modern methods of instruction. Volunteers will also participate in
community action and agricul-

Rules Changes
Continued from Page 1
er responsibility on myself, the
Jesuits, and prefects, as well
as the students. There will have
to be greater flexibility on the
part of all concerned." "Should
the program be generally successful on the basis of student
performance, then there can be
further expansion in this area
to a point where the student
can determine his future, while
prefects can devote more time
to guidance rather than immediate overseeing." Once again,
Mr. Bianchi emphasized that
"the burden of responsibility
lies with the students and if the
student body handles itself maturely, the status of the student
can be further accelerated."
The success of such a system
ultimately leads to a more complimentary relationship between
the student body and Administration.

ROBERT MANN
on September 11 brings the
number of Peace Corps Volunteers in the Philippines to over
725 engaged in education, community development, secretarial
work and occupational therapy.
While at Fairfield Mr. Mann
distinguished himself by service
in the Drama Society and
Knights of Columbus.

INTRA. CAPTAINS

GRID OPENER

MEET TONIGHT

AT IONA

7:00 -

REGIS LOUNGE

OCT. 6 -
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Stag Nine In Fall Debut
Splits With LID 11-4, 6-3
By ED WILLIAMS
The Fairfield University baseball team, with only two days
of practice under their belts,
opened their first fall season by
splittmg a doubleheader with a
strong Long Island University
team.
Under the leadership of Coach
Donald Cook, a newly organized
fall schedule has been adopted
for the baseball team. Playing
a brief schedule of eight games,
the team will face such powerful clubs as St. John's University, Queens College and New
Haven College.
Coach Cook also brought anuther new feature to Fairfield
sports as he has begun a fresn,nan baseball team. This should
greatly aid the development of
som~ fine ballplayers.
In the Long Island University
gaines, the Stag nine gained a
split, winning the first, 11-4,
while droping the nightcap 6-3.
Senior Frank Mahoney, showing
some outstanding control, went

the route in the opener to gain
the victory. Junior Brad Behan
had trouhle finding the strike
zone and was charged with the
loss in the second contest.
Draw Blood
The Stags were off to a fine
start in the first game as they
drew first blood, scoring two
nms in' the second inning. Sophomore centerfielder Stan Norman led off with a single to
right and Barney Monks, junior
catcher, hit a deep shot to
center for a triple to drive in
Norman. He later scored on
an errol'.
Pitcher Frank Mahoney and
right fielder Rick D'Amore also
displayed some of their power
as they had a homer and triple
respectively.
5 Inning No-hitter
However, the nightcap was a
different story. UU pitcher
Marco Maculusso cooled off the
Stags as he tossed a no-hitter
for 5 and % innings. He was
later relieved but allowed only

TONY THE TIGER
Lineman Tony Labesky shows some fine pursuit in intr,a-squad
scrimmage of football club.

a total of five hits throughout
the entire game.
Brad Behan started the game
for the Fairfield nine but was
taken out in the third inning,
after allowing four runs. Rick
D'Amore and Dennis Hurlie
combined to finish up, allowing
cnly two runs.
In the sixth inning, the Stags
made a bid for the win as John
Walsh led off with a walk. Pete
Gillen singled and Stan Norman
followed this up with a shot
down the lefi field line, scorIng
Walsh. Barney Monks then
lashed a single through the middle to score both Gillen and
Norman, to round out the
scoring.
The Stag nine continues their
schedule on Friday playing New
Haven away, coming home
again on October 1 against
Sacred Heart.

HOPEFUL •••
Senior quarterback Brian Burke fades back for a pass during
a recent practice.

Anxious Gridiron Men Prepare
For Second Year Of Action
By ROBERT SILLERY
After an initial season where
overcoming financial difficulties
and establishing an interest for
football on campus were its
most outstanding triumphs,
this year's edition of the' Fairfield Football Club is now planning to achieve some victories
011 the scoreboard too.
The Stags have already completed two weeks of training
under the diligent tutelage of
coach Dick Curtis, with the
initial turnout listed at 46.
From these hopefuls this year's
squad of 35 will be picked,
with a total of twenty returning lettermen expected to form
the core of the team.
One of the most exciting of
this year's returnees is track
star Jim Garrity. Operating
from a backfield spot, Garrity
should provide an exciting inside and outside running threat
and is expected to combine with

returning quarterback Brian
Burke to form a potent passcatching threat. Also returning
to bolster the experienced backfield is Junior Harry "Bullet"
Devaney.
Other top returning personnel include senior tackle Norm
Balthasar and guard Tony LaIbesky who are expected to stabilize the line with their strength
and experience. The squad is
also blessed with two experienced passcatchers in ends John
Langan and Kevin Sullivan.
Topflight performances are also
anticipated from senior John
Gilsenan, juniors George Langley and Bill Sulik, and newcomers Hank Frien and Doug
Sack.
In the daily two-hour practice sessions, coach Curtis has
stressed fundamentals and conditioning and has installed a
pro type offense and defense.
With the team confidently prep-

Off-Camp.us and Day-Hop Teams Enter

Expanded Intramural Program Planned
Recently in the world of sport
the word has been expansion.
Popular demand and financial
enterprise have broadened every
league and opened new outlets
on the American sports scene.
This growth now manifests itself on campus with the new
intramural structure.
An increase in the student
body and overcrowded corridors
necessitated a revamping of the
old one-team-to-a-floor-system,

There is also the possibility of
off-campus boarders fielding
their own teams for the first
time. If the addjtions proceed
as expected, the number of
competing teams will rise to
twenty.
Intramural
commISSIOner
Peter Maher has already announced that both Loyola II
and III will present two teams
each. The freshmen will also
comprise one team consisting of

members of the Class of '71 residing on Gonzaga Ground and
Gonzaga 1. This is a 50 per
cent increase of freshman representation and is bound to
have some effect on the outcome of all the intramural
sports.
Notice has been made that
the 'off-campus residents at
Lantern Point will play on the
same basis as a corridor. The
boarders on Fairfield Beach

Road and the Bridgeport Area
Club for day-hops have been
mentioned as alternates for intramural representation. Any
other' area club with enough
members may also submit application to compete in the '6768 season.
There are two obvious benefits of this expansion. The offcampus boarders and day-hops
will have a better opportunity
Continued on Page 7

}ling themselves for the Oct. 6
opener, both mentally and physically, Mr. Curtis stated that
the team is looking to shut out
lona.
According to Coach Curtis,
his outlook on this season is
neither optimistic nor pessimistic but realistic. The Stags
cannot be expected to sweep
through the schedule like the
Green Bay Packers, but they
can be expected to provide a
representative, winning brand
of club football.
This year's squad should
show vast improvements over
last year's eleven. The agonies
of merely trying to field a representative squad in a baptismal season left little opportunity
to acquire the team co-ordination, execution, and almost intuitive knowledge of one's
teammates which must be
blended in equal parts with talent to provide a winner. The
talent is there, and since this
year's veterans have a year of
working together under their
belts, the confidence and knowledge which come with experience will surely arrive.
Another positive factor is
that the Stags now have a
workable bench which should
provide versatility and depth.
This bench strength should help
alleviate last year's problem,
which saw the tired defenses
break down late in the game,
especially in the vital area of
secondary pass coverage.
The club sports a six game
schedule, including such tough
away contests as St. Peter's
'Continued on Page 7

